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We offer a new solution to an old puzzle in the penguin-dominated B → πK decays. The puzzle is the
inconsistency among the measurements of the branching ratios and CP asymmetries of the four B → πK
decays: Bþ → πþK0, Bþ → π0Kþ, B0

d → π−Kþ, B0
d → π0K0. We solve the B → πK puzzle by considering

the effect of an axionlike particle (ALP) that mixes with the π0 and has mass close to the π0 mass. We show
that the ALP can also explain the anomalies in the electron and muon anomalous magnetic moments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.L051701

I. INTRODUCTION

The b-quark system is known to be an excellent place to
test the Standard Model (SM) as well as models of New
Physics (NP). Flavor changing neutral current (FCNC)
processes like b → s penguin decays are ideal places to
look for NP. The FCNC decays in the B system have been
studied in detail by experiments over the years. In recent
times, measurements in the FCNC semileptonic b →
slþl− decays have revealed discrepancies with SM pre-
dictions. These discrepancies, or anomalies, have been
widely studied over most of the last decade. Almost a
decade before the semileptonic b → slþl− anomalies
arose, another anomaly in nonleptonic B-meson decays
dominated by b → s penguins had attracted a great deal of
interest. The anomaly was in theCP violation measurement
of B → πK decays where an inconsistency was observed
and this was called the “B → πK puzzle” [1–3]. The
amplitudes of the four B → πK decays, Bþ → πþK0

(designated as þ0 below), Bþ → π0Kþ (0þ), B0
d →

π−Kþ (−þ), and B0
d → π0K0 (00), are related by a single

isospin relationship,

ffiffiffi
2

p
A00 þ A−þ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
A0þ þ Aþ0: ð1Þ

In these decays, experiments measure nine observables: the
four branching ratios, the four direct CP asymmetries ACP,
and the mixing-induced indirect CP asymmetry SCP in
B0
d → π0K0. Expressing the B → πK decays in terms of

topological amplitudes one can perform a fit to obtain the
SM as well as the NP amplitudes [4]. As new experimental
numbers were reported, updated fits were performed in
Refs. [5–9]. Although the fits revealed a strong hint of NP
in these decays, complicated strong dynamics made it
difficult to draw a definite conclusion.
In this paper we explore the possibility that a light

pseudoscalar particle close to the pion mass can solve the
B → πK puzzle. The key observation is that in the B → πK
set of decays, the discrepancies from the SM predictions
involve modes with a π0 in the final state. The basic idea to
solve the B → πK puzzle is to assume that there is a light
pseudoscalar particle, a, that mixes with the π0. In our
model, a FCNC B → Ka amplitude is generated through
the usual top-penguin diagram followed by the a mixing
with the π0 to produce a new contribution to the B → Kπ0

amplitudes. We then show that this new amplitude can
solve the B → πK puzzle while being consistent with
constraints from various other processes. We point out
that the ALP can also solve the ðg − 2Þμ;e anomalies via its
couplings to leptons and photons.

II. B → πK PUZZLE

We begin by explaining the B → πK puzzle by following
the discussion in Ref. [7]. Within the diagrammatic
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approach [10,11], B-decay amplitudes are expressed in
terms of six diagrams. The B → πK decay amplitudes are

Aþ0 ¼ −P0
tc þ P0

uceiγ −
1

3
P0C
EW; ð2Þ

ffiffiffi
2

p
A0þ ¼ −T 0eiγ − C0eiγ þ P0

tc − P0
uceiγ

− P0
EW −

2

3
P0C
EW; ð3Þ

A−þ ¼ −T 0eiγ þ P0
tc − P0

uceiγ −
2

3
P0C
EW; ð4Þ

ffiffiffi
2

p
A00 ¼ −C0eiγ − P0

tc þ P0
uceiγ − P0

EW −
1

3
P0C
EW: ð5Þ

The various diagrams are discussed in Ref. [4] and in the
topological amplitudes above, we explicitly show the weak-
phase dependence. In these decays the electroweak penguin
amplitudes play an important role and it has been shown
[12–14] that, to a good approximation, the electroweak
penguins P0

EW and P0C
EW can be related to the tree-level

diagrams T 0 and C0 within the SM using flavor-SU(3)
symmetry:

P0
EW ¼ 3

4

c9 þ c10
c1 þ c2

RðT 0 þC0Þ þ 3

4

c9 − c10
c1 − c2

RðT 0 −C0Þ;

P0C
EW ¼ 3

4

c9 þ c10
c1 þ c2

RðT 0 þC0Þ− 3

4

c9 − c10
c1 − c2

RðT 0 −C0Þ; ð6Þ

where the ci are Wilson coefficients (WC) [15] and R≡
jðV�

tbVtsÞ=ðV�
ubVusÞj ¼ 45.8 [16]. Following Eq. (6), P0

EW
receives a relatively large contribution from T 0 but a much
smaller contribution from C0. In contrast, P0C

EW receives a
relatively large contribution from C0 and a much smaller T 0
contribution. In this sense, P0

EW and T 0 are of roughly
similar size, and so are P0C

EW and C0.

III. B → πK PUZZLE SIMPLIFIED

Keeping the leading-order diagrams in Eq. (2), the
B → πK amplitudes become

Aþ0 ¼ −P0
tc;ffiffiffi

2
p

A0þ ¼ −T 0eiγ þ P0
tc − P0

EW;

A−þ ¼ −T 0eiγ þ P0
tc;ffiffiffi

2
p

A00 ¼ −P0
tc − P0

EW: ð7Þ

Consider, now, the direct CP asymmetries of Bþ → π0Kþ

and B0
d → π−Kþ. A direct CP asymmetry is generated by

the interference of two amplitudes with nonzero relative
weak and strong phases. In A−þ, T 0-P0

tc interference leads
to a direct CP asymmetry. Note that P0

EW and P0
tc have the

same weak phase (¼ 0). As discussed earlier, P0
EW ∝ T 0

once we neglect C0 [see Eq. (6)]. Therefore, if we assume
that P0

EW and T 0 have a similar strong phase, the contri-
bution to direct CP-asymmetry in A0þ can be assumed
to be originated from the interference of T 0-P0

tc. This
means, to leading order in jT 0j=jP0

tcj, we expect
ACPðBþ → π0KþÞ ¼ ACPðB0

d → π−KþÞ.
The latest B → πK measurements are shown in Table I.

Not only are ACPðBþ → π0KþÞ and ACPðB0
d → π−KþÞ not

equal, they are of opposite sign. Experimentally,
ðΔACPÞexp ¼ A0þ

CP − A−þ
CP ¼ ð10.8� 1.6Þ% which differs

from 0 by 6.5σ. We have performed a fit to data with
the SM parameters. The fit is of poor quality, as we show
below. This is a simplified version of the B → πK puzzle.

IV. ALPS

Axions and axionlike particles have been extensively
studied since the introduction of the axion to solve the
strong-CP problem [20–23]. For our purpose, we assume
that there is a pseudoscalar ALP a, that is a pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone boson, emerging from the breaking of some
global Uð1Þ symmetry. We write the flavor-conserving
Lagrangian for a at low energy as

La ¼
1

2
ð∂μaÞ2 −

1

2
m2

aa2 − i
X
f¼d;l

ξf
mf

f
f̄γ5fa

− i
X
f¼u

ηf
mf

f
f̄γ5fa −

1

4
κaFμνF̃μν; ð8Þ

where f is the ALP decay constant, and the dual electro-
magnetic field tensor is F̃μν ¼ 1

2
ϵμναβFαβ. The last term of

Eq. (8) reproduces the anomalous π0γγ coupling if a and κ

are replaced by π0 and gπγγ ¼
ffiffi
2

p
α

πfπ
∼ 2.5 × 10−2 GeV−1

(with the neutral pion decay constant fπ ¼ 130 MeV),
respectively.
We assume the ALP has properties that are desirable to

solve the B → πK puzzle. We take a to have a mass close to
the π0 mass and require it to promptly decay to the γγ final
state via its mixing with the π0. The decay a → γγ can
occur through a direct coupling to photons or through
mixing with a π0 and so its effective coupling is

TABLE I. CP-averaged branching ratios, direct CP asymme-
tries ACP≡½BRðB̄→F̄Þ−BRðB→FÞ�=½BRðB̄→F̄ÞþBRðB→FÞ�
(with final states F, F̄), and mixing-induced CP asymmetry SCP
(if applicable) for the four B → πK decay modes.

Decay BRð×10−6Þ [17] ACP SCP [17]

Bþ→πþK0 23.79� 0.75 −0.017� 0.016 [16]
Bþ→π0Kþ 12.94� 0.52 0.025� 0.016 [18]
B0
d→π−Kþ 19.57� 0.53 −0.084� 0.004 [19]

B0
d→π0K0 9.93� 0.49 −0.01� 0.10 [17] 0.57� 0.17
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gaγγ ¼ κ þ sin θgπγγ; ð9Þ

where sin θ is the a − π0 mixing angle. The ALP width is
then Γa ¼ g2aγγm3

a=ð64πÞ, which reduces to the π0 width for
κ¼0 and sinθ¼1. Assuming κ ≪ sin θgπγγ, Γa ∼ sin2θΓπ0 .
Since we will be interested in sin θ ∼ 0.1 forma ∼mπ0 [24],
we have Γa ∼ 10−2Γπ0 ≪ ma. Constraints on the aγγ
coupling with the ALP mass near the π0 mass have been
obtained from collider and astrophysical observations
[25–29]. Our choice for the aγγ coupling is consistent
with existing constraints. Note that our gaγγ is unrelated to a
tree-level Zaγ coupling that arises in models in which the
ALP couples to the W and Z bosons. We assume that the
ALP coupling to photons is entirely generated by the
coupling to gluons (which has been absorbed by chiral
rotation), and the coupling to fermions. One-loop contri-
butions to the Zaγ coupling from charged fermion loops are
at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the fermion
couplings [30]. For ηu; ξd ∼ 0.01 and ξe;μ ∼ 0.1, our
model is unconstrained by the Z → π0γ branching fraction
[30,31].
In our model, the ALP contributes to B → πK decays

through the b → s penguin which arises from the usual
penguin loop and is divergent. We write a renormalization-
group equation for the WC of the FCNC operator [32–34]
and obtain the penguin amplitude at the electroweak scale,

LbsaðμEWÞ ¼ gbsðμEWÞs̄PRba; with

gbsðμEWÞ ¼ i
ηtðΛÞmb

f

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFm2

t V�
tsVtb

16π2
ln
Λ2

m2
t
; ð10Þ

where Λ ¼ 4πf is the scale of new physics. We ignore the
running of the WC to the scale μ ∼mb where we do our
phenomenology. This is justified in our analysis as the
renormalization-group corrections are suppressed by
α [33] and so gbsðμEWÞ ≈ gbsðmbÞ. Including the loop
term, the onshell (b → sa) and offshell contributions
(b → sa → b → sq̄q), where q ¼ u, d, are given by

Lonshell ¼ gbsðμ ¼ mbÞ½s̄PRb�a ¼ ½Jb→s�a;

Loffshell ¼ ½Jb→s�
½ξd md

f d̄γ5dþ ηu
mu
f ūγ5u�

m2
π0
−m2

a þ imaΓa
: ð11Þ

V. NP B → πK FIT

To calculate the axion contributions to the B → πK
decays we can calculate an onshell and an offshell con-
tribution. In the onshell case we assume there is mixing
between the a and the π0 and so we can define a trans-
formation between the gauge and the mass states as

jai ¼ cos θjaphyi þ sin θjπ0phyi;
jπ0i ¼ − sin θjaphyi þ cos θjπ0phyi: ð12Þ

The onshell and offshell contributions to the ALP ampli-
tude for B → Ka → Kπ0 give

A ¼ Aonshell þAoffshell; where

Aonshell ¼ hKjJb→sjBihajπ0phyi ¼ hKjJb→sjBi sin θ;

Aoffshell ¼ m2
π0
hKjJb→sjBi

m2
π0
−m2

a þ imaΓa

�
ηufπ
2

ffiffiffi
2

p
f
−

ξdfπ
2

ffiffiffi
2

p
f

�
: ð13Þ

Here,

hKjJb→sjBi ¼ gbshKjs̄PRbjBi; ð14Þ

hKjs̄PRbjBi ¼ fþðm2
KÞ

m2
B −m2

K

2ðmb −msÞ

þ f−ðm2
KÞ

m2
K

2ðmb −msÞ
; ð15Þ

hKjs̄γμbjBi ¼ fþðq2Þðpμ
B þ pμ

KÞ
þ f−ðq2Þðpμ

B − pμ
KÞ: ð16Þ

We use the naive-factorization relations to calculate the
offshell effect:

hπ0jd̄γ5dj0i ¼ −
fπm2

π0

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
md

;

hπ0jūγ5uj0i ¼
fπm2

π0

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
mu

;

jπ0i ¼ jd̄di − jūuiffiffiffi
2

p : ð17Þ

Note that the effect of the offshell contribution can be
absorbed in an effective mixing angle,

sin θ → sin θ þ m2
π0

m2
π0
−m2

a

ηu − ξd
2

ffiffiffi
2

p fπ
f
: ð18Þ

where we have assumed Γa ≪ jmπ0 −maj. The term
proportional to m2

π0
is the same as the a − π0 mixing term

usually discussed in the chiral Lagrangian description of
the interaction of the ALP with mesons, with the ALP-
quark couplings induced entirely by the ALP coupling to
gluons; see for example Refs. [35,36]. A similar mixing
term proportional to m2

a is included in the onshell con-
tribution to sin θ, i.e., in the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (18). If f ¼ 1 TeV and sin θ ∼ 0.1 with the mixing
arising primarily from the second term, then jηu − ξdj ≃
0.01 gives jmπ0 −maj ∼ 1 keV. Detecting an ALP so close
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in mass to the π0 will pose a challenge for B factories which
have a π0 mass resolution of a few MeV [37].
With the ALP NP contribution added, we have for the

B → πK decays,

Aþ0 ¼ −P0
tc − P0

uceiγ −
1

3
P0C
EW; ð19Þ

ffiffiffi
2

p
A0þ ¼ −T 0eiγ − C0eiγ þ P0

tc − P0
uceiγ

− P0
EW −

2

3
P0C
EW þA; ð20Þ

A−þ ¼ −T 0eiγ þ P0
tc − P0

uceiγ −
2

3
P0C
EW; ð21Þ

ffiffiffi
2

p
A00 ¼ −C0eiγ − P0

tc þ P0
uceiγ − P0

EW

−
1

3
P0C
EW þA; ð22Þ

which satisfy Eq. (1). We simplify our fit by setting
P0
uc ¼ 0 and taking the QCD-factorization inspired value

for the ratio jC0j=jT 0j ¼ 0.2 [38]. Typically to solve the
puzzle we need jAj ∼ P0

EW ∼ T 0. Notice that T 0 is not the
dominant amplitude as it is suppressed by CKM elements.
A fit of just the SM amplitudes using the 4 branching

ratios and the ACPð−þÞ measurement (which are the most
constraining measurements) yields a χ2=dof ¼ 2.66=1, and
we are left with very large errors in the other ACP
measurements. In fact, fitting to all observables other than
the ACPðþ0Þ, in the SM we obtain χ2=dof ¼ 11.0=4 which
is a poor fit. This requires us to include the ALP amplitude
A. The minimal fit that can be done to extract this
amplitude is given in Table II. Any additional constraints
on the system yield central values that differ by just a few
percent. This value of jAj allows us to evaluate sin θ using
Eq. (14). Using values of the masses taken from [16], the
form factors from [39], and taking f ¼ 1 TeV, we find

jAj ¼ iηtðΛÞ sin θ½5.71 × 10−6 GeV�: ð23Þ

Using the value for jAj obtained from the fit, we have

ηtðΛÞ sin θ ¼ ð1.12� 0.60Þ × 10−3: ð24Þ

We now extract just the sin θ term. The coupling ηtðΛÞ is
unknown and cannot be properly extracted using this
method. Note that if we just consider the branching ratio
B → Ka we have

BRðB → KaÞ ¼ pKτB
8πm2

B

jAj2
sin2θ

: ð25Þ

Using jAj obtained from the fit and branching ratio
values 10−5 and 2 × 10−5, we find

sin θ ¼ 0.188� 0.029; ð26Þ

sin θ ¼ 0.133� 0.021; ð27Þ

respectively. Note that a careful search of the decays
B → Kπ0 around the π0 mass may be able to observe
the ALP as a diphoton resonance. We determine the value
of ηtðΛÞ by using the value of sin θ ¼ 0.133� 0.021:

ηtðΛÞ ¼ ð8.4� 4.7Þ × 10−3: ð28Þ

VI. K → πa AMPLITUDE

We first consider the amplitude of Kþ → πþa. This can
come from π0 − a mixing, so that Kþ → πþπ0 → πþa.
There is also direct production through the weak current
[36] which we can make small by an appropriate choice of
ALP couplings to the light quarks ξd;s, and ηu. Hence
BR½Kþ → πþa� ∼ sin2θBR½Kþ → πþπ0� and this decay
will be swamped by the Kþ → πþπ0 decay. This is also
the FCNC s → d transition that arises from a penguin loop
(see for example Ref. [40]) that contributes to Kþ → πþa,
K0

L → π0a and K0
S→π0a. Using ηtðΛÞ¼ð8.4�4.7Þ×10−3,

we obtain the branching ratios in the penguin generated
K → πa decays:

BRðKþ → πþaÞ ¼ ð4.2� 3.3Þ × 10−8; ð29Þ

BRðK0
L → π0aÞ ¼ ð1.8� 1.4Þ × 10−7; ð30Þ

BRðK0
S → π0aÞ ¼ ð5.5� 4.3Þ × 10−11: ð31Þ

Other constraints from the B and the K system are
discussed in Ref. [41] in which a model with similar
structure and parameters has been considered.

TABLE II. A fit of the SM amplitudes T 0 and P0
tc, the relative

phase of C0, and the NP amplitude A with a fixed phase of π=2.
The 8 measurements fit are the 4 branching ratios, ACPð−þÞ,
ACPð0þÞ, ACPð00Þ, and SCPð00Þ; we do not fit ACPðþ0Þ since it
is independent of all parameters in the table. Magnitudes of the
diagrammatic amplitudes are in eV and phases are in degrees.
Note that the magnitudes and phases of the electroweak penguin
diagrams are obtained using Eq. (6).

Parameter jC0j=jT 0j ¼ 0.2

χ2=dof 3.64=3
p-value 30%
jT 0j 6.4� 1.5
jP0

tcj 50.30� 0.47
jAj 6.4� 3.4
δC0 186� 54
δPtc0 −18.1� 5
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VII. D SYSTEM

We now consider the contribution of the ALP to theD →
Kπ system. In our model the ALP enters a meson decay
process only via a one-loop penguin diagram when the final
state has a π0. Based on the CKM matrix elements that
enter in the amplitude, D-meson decays can be broadly
categorized into Cabibbo-favored [∝ V�

csVud], single-
Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) [∝ V�

cdVud or ∝ V�
csVus], and

doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed [∝ V�
cdVus]. Of these, a pen-

guin diagram can only appear in the SCSD decays, and only
three of these involve a π0 in the final state (D0 → π0π0,
Dþ → πþπ0, Dþ

s → Kþπ0). The ALP-penguin amplitude
A, introduced earlier inB-decays, also contributes to each of
these decays. A key difference is that inD decays the bottom
quark, rather than the top quark, runs in the penguin loop.We
denote this new amplitude by AD.
Since the penguin diagram here is similar to the diagram

that contributes to the B decays, we obtain similar expres-
sions for the ALP contribution in the D system. Key
changes appear in the quark flavors, since instead of a
b → s transition, now we have a c → u transition:

AD ¼ gcuhPjJc→ujDihajπ0phyi; ð32Þ

gcu ¼
ξbðΛÞmc

f

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFm2

bV
�
cbVub

16π2
ln
Λ2

m2
b

¼ ξbðΛÞe−iγ½5.81 × 10−12 GeV�; ð33Þ

hPjJc→ujDi ¼ fD→Pþ ðm2
PÞ

m2
D −m2

P

2ðmc −muÞ

− fD→P
− ðm2

PÞ
m2

P

2ðmc −muÞ
; ð34Þ

where

hπjJc→ujDi ¼ 6.52 GeV; ð35Þ

hKjJc→ujDi ¼ 6.43 GeV; ð36Þ

hKjJc→ujDsi ¼ 6.26 GeV: ð37Þ

The phase γ arises from the CKM matrix element Vub.
Now, with the value of sin θ obtained from the B decays,
assuming ξbðΛÞ < ηtðΛÞ, and f ¼ 1 TeV, we find that the
ALP contribution to the D decays,

jADj < 5 × 10−14 GeV: ð38Þ

This amplitude is several orders of magnitude smaller than
the typical SM contribution in SCS decays, which are of the
order of 10−7 GeV [42]. We, therefore, conclude that the
ALP contribution does not significantly affect D → Kπ
branching ratios. In Table III we provide the experimental

values for the magnitudes of the decay amplitudes (calcu-
lated from the measured branching ratios) and the direct-
CP asymmetries. We now estimate the contribution of the
ALP to the direct-CP asymmetries in SCS D-decays as
follows. The generic D-decay amplitude in the presence of
the ALP can be expressed as,

AD→Kπ ¼ jaSMjeiδeiϕ þ ijADj; ð39Þ

where aSM is the magnitude of the SM part of the decay
amplitude, δ is the relative strong phase, and ϕ is the
relative weak phase between the SM part and the ALP
contribution. This leads to the direct-CP asymmetry,

ACP ¼ 2x sin δ cosϕ
1þ x2 þ 2x cos δ sinϕ

; ð40Þ

where x ¼ jADj=jaSMj≲ 10−7. Clearly, a nonzero CP
asymmetry can appear even if the SM term has a small
weak phase. This property is due to the i in the coefficient
of the ALP term in Eq. (39) which changes sign under CP
conjugation. Also, since x≲ 10−7, the ALP’s contribution
to ACP in D-decays is several orders of magnitude below
the current sensitivity of flavor experiments.

VIII. ðg− 2Þμ;e ANOMALIES

Our scenario can be easily extended to explain the
anomalies in the anomalous magnetic moments al ¼
ðg − 2Þl=2 of the muon and electron. We consider the
4.2σaμ anomaly from a combination of the BNL and Muon
g-2 experiments [44] with

Δaμ ¼ aexpμ − aSMμ ¼ ð251� 59Þ × 10−11: ð41Þ

There are two values of ae which are inferred from
measurements of the fine structure constant, and that are
inconsistent with each other. The ae value obtained from
Laboratoire Kastler Brossel [45] and Berkeley [46] mea-
surements of the fine-structure constant yield [47–49]

ΔaLKBe ¼ aexpe − aLKBe ¼ ð4.8� 3.0Þ × 10−13;

ΔaBe ¼ aexpe − aBe ¼ ð−8.8� 3.6Þ × 10−13: ð42Þ

Under our assumption that κ ≪ sin θgπγγ , the cou-
plings of the ALP to the muon and electron must be

TABLE III. The magnitudes of measured amplitudes and
direct-CP asymmetries in SCS D-meson decays. Only included
are processes in which the ALP contributes.

Process Expt. jAj (×10−7 GeV) Expt. ACP (%) [16]

D0 → π0π0 3.54� 0.05 [16] 0� 0.6
Dþ → πþπ0 2.738� 0.006 [16] 2.4� 1.2
Dþ

s → Kþπ0 1.9� 1.1 [43] −26.6� 23.8
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ξμmμ=f ∼ 10−5 and ξeme=f ∼ 10−7 for ΔaLKBe [50] so the
loop-induced Zaγ coupling remains small. The values of
ξμmμ=f ∼ 10−5 and ξeme=f ∼ −10−6 for ΔaBe give a too
large Zaγ coupling.

IX. SUMMARY

In perhaps a first analysis with ALPs in hadronic B
decays, we have proposed a new solution to the B → πK
puzzle with an ALP with mass close to the π0 mass. Our
solution preserves the isospin relation in Eq. (1), and is
consistent with constraints from B, K, and D decays.

We point out that this ALP can also explain the g − 2
anomalies of the muon and electron. A careful scan of the
decay products in B → Kπ0 around the π0 mass may reveal
the ALP.
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